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Description:

The extraordinary story of how Coach Paul Bear Bryant and Joe Namath, his star quarterback at the University of Alabama, led the Crimson Tide
to victory and transformed football into a truly national pastime.During the bloodiest years of the civil rights movement, Bear Bryant and Joe
Namath-two of the most iconic and controversial figures in American sports-changed the game of college football forever. Brilliantly and urgently
drawn, this is the gripping account of how these two very different men-Bryant a legendary coach in the South who was facing a pair of ethics
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scandals that threatened his career, and Namath a cocky Northerner from a steel mill town in Pennsylvania-led the Crimson Tide to a national
championship.To Bryant and Namath, the game was everything. But no one could ignore the changes sweeping the nation between 1961 and
1965-from the Freedom Rides to the integration of colleges across the South and the assassination of President Kennedy. Against this explosive
backdrop, Bryant and Namath changed the meaning of football. Their final contest together, the 1965 Orange Bowl, was the first football game
broadcast nationally, in color, during prime time, signaling a new era for the sport and the nation.Award-winning biographer Randy Roberts and
sports historian Ed Krzemienski showcase the moment when two thoroughly American traditions-football and Dixie-collided. A compelling story
of race and politics, honor and the will to win, RISING TIDE captures a singular time in America. More than a history of college football, this is
the story of the struggle and triumph of a nation in transition and the legacy of two of the greatest heroes the sport has ever seen.

An intriguing profile of the college football career of teen phenom Joe Namath, against the backdrop of the Civil Rights Movement and the racially
fraught environment of the campus of the University of Alabama.Randy Roberts steps back from the fans obsession that typically drives sports
memoirs and player or coach profiles, to notice that one of the most celebrated eras in the career of the legendary coach Bear Bryant and equally
legendary Crimson Tide football team, as well as the beginning of the career of game-changing AFL superstar Joe Namath, also coincided with the
high points of the Civil Rights Movement, which included efforts to integrate the very university Namath was playing for. As a college student on a
football scholarship, Namath was not closely involved with civil rights issues, but they did not leave him untouched, and it was impossible for
anyone at that time - especially anyone in the South - to ignore the political environment in which everything in the country then took place. Roberts
performs a true service in telling the story of Namaths early career, and the beginning of Bear Bryants long reign at Alabama, in the context of their
times. Both men lived in the storm of events that shook the nation in those years, and had to contend with the particularities of doing so in a prideful
institution of the Deep South. It affected college football in ways that are not often acknowledged, and affected the player and the coach as well.
Their years together cannot be told outside of that context, as Roberts makes clear.Joe Namath grew up in a heavily integrated blue-collar town
where he was often the only white player on local sports teams. After being recruited by Alabama, he arrived on a state university campus that was
still segregated 9 years after Brown v. Board of Education. The Freedom Rides had taken place, and been met with violence, just the year before
he entered college; the year after, George Wallace staged his infamous Stand in the Schoolhouse Door in the registration building of that same
campus while Namath watched from a building nearby. During the three years Namath spent at Alabama (62 - 64), the campaign to integrate
Birmingham, Alabama took place just 60 miles down the road, and Martin Luther King, Jr., wrote his famous Letter from Birmingham Jail after
being arrested there; protestors, including high school students, were attacked with clubs, police dogs, and fire hoses; Medgar Evars was
assassinated by a KKK member in Mississippi, the next state over from Alabama; President John F. Kennedy announced his long-delayed Civil
Rights Act; the March on Washington took place; JFK was assassinated later the same year; LBJ took up the mantle of civil rights and forced the
Civil Rights Act through Congress in 1964; the Mississippi Freedom Summer took place just before Namath left Alabama; activists Chaney,
Schwerner and Goodman were murdered there by the Klan and local sheriffs. . . these are only highlights. During this period, Namath never played
with or against a black football player, in the South or elsewhere. Alabama remained one of the last few Southern schools to integrate its football
team, or to refuse to play against integrated teams. Bear Bryant was not a segregationist, and Roberts reports that when he took the coaching
position at Alabama he regarded integregation as inevitable and valuable for the football program, and insisted on an understanding that he would
eventually have to recruit black players. Nonetheless, he remained publicly silent on the issue of segregation, and did not recruit a black player at
Alabama until 1971, after the lack of such players had become an obvious liability for any college football team.Considering the momentous events
taking place around, and even within, the University of Alabama in the early 1960s, it seems remarkable not that civil rights should have intersected
with the football program there, but that they could ever have been regarded as separate issues. Football at Alabama was so insulated, however,
that it was not just possible, but for most people associated with the program it was the norm, that outside events rarely intruded. A weakness of
this book is that the subject matter does not entirely live up to its dramatic premise: although it seems it must have been a heady and trying
experience to play football at a segregated school in the South during the Civil Rights Movement, it appears in actual fact that (aside from the
absence of black players, which was not as glaring in 1962 as it would be today) the experience was not much different from playing at Alabama
at any other time.At a personal level, Namath sometimes clashed with other players over racist language and attitudes, and Bryant tried to walk a
fine line toward the integration he long foresaw coming; at an institutional level the school had to deal with national criticism for its segregationist
stance, and tensions over whether they would refuse to play integrated teams in championship bowls. (Bryant managed to finesse both issues long
enough to eventually introduce black players, after being almost the last holdout in the country to do so. His legacy remains controversial as to
whether he integrated the Alabama team as fast as he could, or as slowly - though most commentators, including former black players, lean toward
the charitable view.) But for both men the issue seems to have been peripheral, and the integration of the main campus, under armed intervention
by the federalized National Guard, had no effect on the football team.Thus the main strength of the book, almost against its will, is its profile of the
life and early playing career of the flashy Joe Namath. (Bryant gets equal billing but Namath is the star of the book.) I cannot compare this book to
other Namath biographies, but it seems good enough in its own right. The author details Namaths early life of poverty, struggle, sports, and hi-
jinks, and his gilded - though not unmarred - college career. This dovetails with a similar profile of Bear Bryant as a person and a coach, and his
attempts to build up Alabamas football program in his first years there. Fans of either man, or Alabama football in general, will likely know much of
this material; those who come to it uninitiated will get a thorough overview of the important, though relatively short, period of time when these two
standouts built their legends together. The book ends with Namaths entry into the AFL; since he did not play even a full four years at Alabama, the
crucible of growth, development, and turmoil it details is all the more impressive for being so intensely concentrated.In the end, this is a good,
detailed history of Joe Namaths early sports career, and his involvement with Bear Bryant in the football program they both made famous. It puts
that story in the context of some of the most important, and shattering, events of the Civil Rights Movement, but in truth the intersection between
those two histories is more glancing than penetrating, and it shows. Both Namath and Bryant come across as good-hearted and pro-integrationist,
but removed from events and not particularly exercised by them. The lingering question remains as to just how serious Bryant was about integrating
college football, and how hard he tried; this book does not answer that question (it may not be answerable). But it is an informative and broadly-



researched look at a narrow story from a broad perspective, which is very much to its authors credit.
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